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Duztfan
I start counting

USA
87 Posts

Posted - 13/11/2008 :  00:23:27  

I went to a Karla Bonoff concert on 11/10 in Madison Wisconsin. Karla
wrote the song that is one of my MOST fav ever -Lose Again. They
were both in LA during some of same years, so I thought there was a
possibility she knew Dusty.
Karla stayed around to sign CDs and talk with anyone interested so I
had her sign a CD and I had a chance to talk to her and tell her that I
got turned on to her as an artist through Dusty singing her song. karla
said to me:
'I have a copy of Dusty's recording of that song and I really enjoy it. I
am so sorry I never got to meeet her."
How disappointing! However, it does not tarnish the absolute beauty of
that song... Ro

"I shall comment no further"

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 13/11/2008 :  02:26:07  

yes it is a lovely song, Ro. nice that you got to meet Karla B 

paula x

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 13/11/2008 :  03:20:09    

how was the concert? It is cool you got to ask her about Dusty!
I was a big fan of KB's back in the 1970s.

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

humboldt
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1704 Posts

Posted - 13/11/2008 :  03:44:14    

I got turned on to 'Lose Again' by Linda Rondstadt back in the '70's.

Humboldt

MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?

Posted - 13/11/2008 :  08:53:49      
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USA
2606 Posts

How cool, Ro! I absolutely adore Miss Dusty's version, especially in
stereo. Though it is divine, I wonder how a studio version may have
sounded.

"And the answer will come back to you...like laughter in the wind..."

Edited by - MissDustyFanatic on 13/11/2008 08:56:19

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 13/11/2008 :  13:12:19  

thanks for finding this out Ro, I wondered if they ever met too.
Did Karla perform Lose Again at the concert?

Duztfan
I start counting

USA
87 Posts

Posted - 14/11/2008 :  02:20:21  

Hi everyone! The concert was very good, acoustics fantastic, venue
very intimate. In addition, Karla had Kenny Edwards (who along with
Karla and 2 other people are in the group Brindle) and Nina Gerber with
her. Both Kenny and Nina are legends in their own right. However, Karla
did NOT sing Lose Again much to my chagrin. She played some of her
newer music and most of it was good. She talked allot between songs
and to intro songs. During this talk, she focused on how all the men in
her life had treated her badly, cheated on her, dumped her etc. She
came across bitter and hard and cynical. May account for depth of
emotion in many of her songs. Again, my biggest disappointment was
she had never met Dusty. That’s what I get for ‘figuring”.

"I shall comment no further"
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